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I. Everyone is living in two sets of worlds at the same time:  
A. V_________________ (Physical World)
 B. I__________________ (Spiritual World) 

II. Biblically, it should be of no surprise that the visible and invisible worlds frequently 
crisscross and C__________ with each other.


III. Jesus was constantly dealing with Satan and his demons in the I____________ spirit 
world and helping humans in the visible world who were being attacked by them.


IV. Examples of non-Christians suffering at the hands of Satan: 
A. M_________ of Gadara (Mk. 5:1-20)


B. Son with a “D_______” spirit (Mk. 
9:17-29)


C. Those with torments & palsy	(Matt. 
4:24)


D. The stooped over woman (Lk. 13:11) 


E. People beaten up (Acts 19:12-16)


F. Spirit of Divination (Acts 16:16-18) 

V. Examples of Christians suffering at the hands of Satan: 
A. Paul’s T____ in the flesh (II Cor. 12:7)


B. I_________	 (I Cor. 5:1-5)


C. Hinder People (I Thess. 2:18)


D. Intemperate Spirit (I Cor. 7:5)


E. U____________ Spirit (II Cor. 2:10-11)


F. Lack of Discernment (Mat. 16:21-23)


G. L__________ (Acts 5:3) 

VI.Can Satan influence a Christian?  [ YES / NO ]


VII.How does Satan control a Christian?  Through D______________


VIII.If Satan can get a person to believe a L________, he can influence and manipulate 
them with that L__________.


IX.Satan builds S___________________ in our lives when we believe a lie.


X. Satan ALWAYS introduces a stronghold lie into our S____________.


XI.Man has 3 parts: B_____________;  S___________; S__________


XII.The Soul has 3 parts:  M_____________; E________________; W_____________
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XIII.If Satan can get us to believe a lie in our soul, he has a military base of operation 
from which to T___________ over other territories in our soul.


XIV.Lies cause us to: 
A. have wrong T________
 B. have wrong F________
 C. make wrong C_______ 

XV.Once our thinking and emotions are contaminated, by believing a lie, problems will 
occur in our P_______________ body.


XVI.[TRUE / FALSE] Satan can send us thoughts (Acts 5:1-3; 1 Chr. 21:1).


XVII.[TRUE / FALSE] Only God can read our thoughts (2 Chr. 6:30; Job 42:2; Ps. 94:11; 
Mt. 16:13-23; Ac. 5:1-3).


XVIII.How did Satan fill Ananias and Sapphira’s heart? He filled their heart by tempting 
them with thoughts to L______________ (Acts 5:1-3).


XIX.Satan’s tempting thoughts moved King David to militarily number his people and 
not trust in God’s S____________ (1 Chron. 21:1).


XX.Where do thoughts of hurting yourself or suicide come from? 
A. Not from G________
 B. Not from M__________
 C. But S______________ 

XXI.How do we know these harmful thoughts do not come from man? Man is a self-
centred being by nature and always tries to look out for “N_________  O_______” 
first (Eph. 5:29)


XXII.Satan cannot kill a person without God’s P____________, so he uses discouraging 
and damning thoughts of “no Hope” to get the person to K________ himself.


XXIII.So how do we overcome  being helpless and hopeless in the Hole of No Hope? 
(2 C________________ 10:3-5).


XXIV.Whoever C______________ your thoughts C____________ you!
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